By combining funds and reallocating teacher time, this elementary school is able to reduce class sizes and increase learning for staff and students.

SHRINKING CLASS SIZE

BY JAN O'NEILL AND DEBORAH MERCIER

To get to where the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act wants to take us — every child completely proficient in all academic subjects — we have to change. And it may not be as hard as we think. We can prioritize our efforts and reevaluate how we use the resources we have. It’s easy to feel trapped in the box of limited resources, to believe the idea that the money we get from Title I, English as a Second Language (ESL), special education, and other programs is untouchable and can be used only for specific students. But one principal in Madison, Wis., put her hands on some of that money to reduce the student-teacher ratio — and tells how it can be done.

SEEING CURRENT REALITY

Not long after arriving at Franklin Elementary School in Madison, Wis., new principal Deborah Mercier, one of the authors, was charged with organizing an extensive needs assessment. The assessment’s results were clear. Almost all the major problems — communicating with parents, building a sense of community in the classrooms, using best practices in language arts and math, coordinating special services such as Title I, Talented and Gifted, English Language Learners — were directly
related to the challenges of managing a wide range of needs in classes of 22 to 25 students.

Mercier and her staff also noticed a disturbing programming and traffic pattern: The students who were most at-risk — often African-American students in Title I programs, and Hmong and Hispanic students attending ESL programs — had the most disruption through pullout programs. Meanwhile, their white classmates were benefiting from consistent instruction in smaller classes with their regular teachers.

The combination of problems linked to large classes and instructional challenges for needy students led to an obvious conclusion: The school needed to find a way to reduce class sizes and eliminate pullout programming. By the end of the next school year, all instructional staff were working in the regular classroom, and class sizes had dropped from a 24-1 ratio to 15-1. Students, teachers, and parents reported improvements in climate. Within the same time frame, reading achievement improved. By the end of the first year, 88% of 2nd graders were reading at grade level as measured by the Madison Metro School District's Primary Language Arts Assessment. In addition, the district conducted a matched-pair study that showed after two years, the school's 2nd graders were outperforming their matched peers. What it took was a change in traditional thinking and an increase in professional learning efforts.

LAYING THE GROUND WORK

Along with the original needs assessment, staff at Franklin reviewed literature on pullout programs. They concluded that pullouts were detrimental, particularly to young children (Hoff, 1997; Thomas & Collier, 1997). Pullouts breed stereotypes and result in the most needy children spending the least time on task because they spend time traveling between classes and coping with multiple adults and transitions. These students’ sense of classroom community and safety is disrupted daily.

In addition to the negative stigma that such programming and traffic patterns created, the practice was, they noted, illegal according to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. No one was being intentionally racist, but delivering services this way certainly was.

The Franklin staff noted that pullouts place additional burdens on teachers as well. Not only do teachers struggle with helping these students catch up on the instruction and directions they missed while out of the regular classroom, but they also lack sufficient planning time to coordinate their instruction with all the different specialists.

Not long into their research and assessment process, Mercier and her staff focused on reduced class size as the means to eliminate pullouts while allowing teachers to have a reasonable chance of addressing the range of student needs. They discovered ample evidence that simply reducing class size without changes in instructional practices does little to improve student achievement (Zahorik, 1999; Molnar, Smith, & Zahorik, 1998). However, when a school uses the advantages of smaller class size to improve instruction, curriculum, and assessment, student achievement improves (Molnar, Smith, & Zahorik, 1998; Word et al., 1994; Slavin, 1989; Robinson & Wittebols, 1986). Just as importantly, the Franklin staff believed strongly in the value of community in the classroom — and there was ample research (Shanley, 1999; Johnson, 1998) to support the value of community as well.

The Franklin group decided to rethink the school's staff allocation and instructional practices.

RETHINKING THE GIVENs

A key element in Franklin’s plan was to deploy all teachers in classroom teaching teams, serving children directly in the classrooms. No more pullout programs. The question was how to accomplish this when the Title I funds are mandated for pullout programming, and the state similarly restricts English as a Second Language (ESL) and Talented and Gifted (TAG) funds.

The school applied to the U.S. Department of Education for a Title I...
schoolwide waiver. It was granted. At the same time, the school applied for federal Comprehensive School Reform (CSR) funds to provide additional professional development and support staff. After the federal waiver was granted, the school got district and state permission to reallocate money from Title I, Talented and Gifted, district funding for reducing class size, and state English as a Second Language programs to reduce class sizes.

By using Title I, TAG, ESL, and the school's supplemental teacher allocations, Franklin was able to reduce class size from a ratio of 23-1 to 16-1 initially and then to 15-1. Until 1998-99, Franklin had a full-time Title I teacher, a part-time Talented and Gifted program teacher, three part-time ESL teachers, and supplemental teacher allocations that were used for additional social work support, all operating as specialists in pullout programs. By combining all of these different teacher allocation resources that equaled four full-time positions and using the allocations to add to the 16 classroom positions rather than as pullout positions, Franklin was able to reduce class size and pullout programs at the same time (see box at right).

The teachers attached to the specialist pullout programs were given the option of a classroom position if they were certified. If they were not certified, they had the option of becoming a Reading Recovery teacher or transferring to different positions within the school district. Three of the teachers chose to go elsewhere and one remained as the Reading Recovery teacher.

A FOCUSED APPROACH

The goal was to have classroom teachers dually certified in elementary and ESL education since the changes in staff assignments and class programming meant all classroom teachers now had to deal with the full range of student needs. The federal CSR funds were used to give teachers a tremendous amount of professional development support in ESL and language arts best practices and assessments to cope with full accountability for all students.

One change during the first year the plan was implemented was that all professional learning was offered on-site, some of it during time normally devoted to staff meetings. The state class size money was used to hire a local university professor to offer a three-credit ESL course. Twenty-one of the 25 classroom teachers (along

A PRIMER IN CUTTING PULLOUTS TO REDUCE CLASS SIZE

The schoolwide goal was to reduce class size by a third to have 16 to 17 children per class. The premise was that regular education teachers could provide the expertise and differentiation needed daily to meet all students' needs if they had fewer students in their classrooms.

Here's what we did:

Projected enrollment for 1998-99: 339 students
District regular teacher allocation: 16 FTE (22-1 ratio in K-1 and 23.5-1 ratio in 1st and 2nd)

1. We added up the pullout programs staffing:

- Title I allocation: 1.2 FTE
- Talented and Gifted allocation: 0.3
- RISE (Resource Integration for Success and Equity, a program aimed at minority student achievement) FTE allocation: 0.5
- English as a Second Language allocation: 2
- Supplemental (principal discretionary) allocation: 0.5
- Reading Recovery allocation: 0.5
- Total: 5 FTE for pullout programming

2. We applied for waivers to reallocate our staff resources:

- From the U.S. Department of Education for Title I, we asked for a waiver for Title I to be schoolwide. We received a waiver in July 1998.
- From the state for ESL, we asked for a waiver with support from our Department of Public Instruction's ESL Administrator. We received a waiver in August 1998.
- From the District's Board of Education, we asked for a waiver for Reading Recovery. The board denied the waiver.
- From the district's management team, we requested a waiver for Talented and Gifted and RISE. The district granted the waiver, contingent on state and federal approval.

3. Waivers were in place to reallocate 4.5 full-time equivalent positions, but we couldn't have a classroom with 0.5 teacher, so we added four full-time positions to the 16 regular classroom teachers.

Result: With an enrollment of 339 and 20 classroom teachers, the average class size was now 17.
with other staff) participated in the course. Those who did not take it for credit at least were paid for their time since the class was after normal work hours. (In the initiative’s second year, the ESL course was offered only to staff members pursuing an ESL degree.)

The school also exploited other resources for additional staff learning activities. Mercier drew on available resources — particularly those available for little or no cost — to achieve its professional development goals. The school developed collaborative partnerships with professors at the University of Wisconsin, who lectured for free during staff meetings. District staff helped facilitate and guide action research groups. Teachers on the action research teams explored best practices and identified more than 23 strategies they could use with smaller classes. They then immersed themselves in learning best practices in reading, math, science, and writing. They learned new ways to assess and flexibly group children based on the students’ developing skills. To further support the restructuring, teachers were encouraged to get dual certification in ESL and elementary education.

Early in their efforts, Mercier and her staff also took the time to make sure that everything they contemplated was aligned with state and district standards. “If you go against the grain,” said Mercier, “it will all get yanked out from under you eventually. What we did was unusual at the time, but it all worked to support the achievement goals set by the district.”

RESULTS

Reducing class size has been shown to impact factors beyond student achievement, such as parent support, teacher morale, and classroom community (Slavin, 1990). Certainly this appears to be the case at Franklin, where climate surveys, administered annually to parents and staff, have shown consistently positive results since the restructuring.

Teachers overwhelmingly feel that 15 students is a better class size than 24. They cited reasons such as having more time for:

- Individual (one-to-one) instruction;
- Working with behavioral problems;
- Getting to know students better academically, socially, and emotionally;
- Developing individualized instruction;
- Doing more hands-on activities;
- Getting to know parents and families better.

One teacher commented, “I am willing to try new strategies and rethink old strategies.” Another said, “Because I have more time for each student, I feel more responsible for his or her progress. If a child seems not to be learning, I keep looking for new approaches to reach him.” A third said of the collaborative teaching approach, “I really enjoy the partnership opportunities and feel positive about the results of having these staff in the classroom.”

These subjective impressions have their objective counterparts. For example, Franklin earned an “all-star rating” when the district released four-year average “grades” for every school.

At the time Franklin decided to keep the students together in the classroom, some were concerned that Title I and ESL students’ performance might drop without the support from pullout programs. Teachers set a goal of having no child do worse in the first year after the restructuring. In the fall of the first year, 31% of Franklin’s 2nd graders were below grade level in reading, 63% of whom were minority. At the midyear check, 29% of these struggling 2nd graders were above grade level in reading, with 33% of the remaining students just three to six months behind. Just 12% of 2nd graders were more than one semester behind in reading achievement and not meeting the district goal of passing the state’s 3rd-grade reading test. Franklin’s stable achievement results — coupled with significant gains in climate and community — speak to a solution that is working.

DISCUSSION

Evidence shows smaller class sizes, particularly in the early elementary grades, can have a significant impact on student achievement (Nye, Hedges, & Konstantopoulos, 2000; Mosteller, 1995). The amount of time a teacher can spend with each student appears to be particularly related to learning and achievement (Johnson, 2000). Class size has an impact on student learning processes when teachers change the way they deliver instruction (Molnar, Smith, & Zaborik, 1998). Further, when teachers are given opportunities to reflect on and improve their practice, thereby increasing their competence and effectiveness, student achievement improves (Barth, et al., 1999; Calhoun, 1994). A sense of community — an additional benefit of smaller class sizes — is also associated with higher achievement, especially in high-poverty and at-risk populations (Stanley, 1998; Johnson, 1998). The bottom line is that when small class size is supported by improved professional practice and reduced pupil-to-teacher ratios in the classroom, student achievement across all subgroups improves.

The bottom line is that when small class size is supported by improved professional practice and reduced pupil-to-teacher ratios in the classroom, student achievement across all subgroups improves.
Reducing class size doesn't require additional funding. Principals can work within the teacher allocations they have. As the Franklin case shows, principals have the resources they need — but they must change their paradigm about how to structure and use those resources.
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